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Featured Application: A basic assumption shared by the fields of human–computer interaction
and usability studies is that user-interfaces should be designed so that they deliver effective
performance, a satisfactory user experience, and are easy to use.

Abstract: Many people wishing to learn a musical instrument opt to learn using alternative or informal
methods instead of the traditional Master–Apprentice model that requires a greater cognitive load.
This paper presents an augmented reality (AR)-based application designed to teach and train guitar
chords, with the novelty that it is also used to teach short melodies consisting of four chord transitions
so that users have to change hand and finger positions. The app uses high-quality 3D models of an
acoustic guitar and animated hand to indicate correct finger positions and the movements required
when changing from one chord to another. To follow the animated instructions, the learner overlaps
the 3D model onto the neck of the physical guitar and his or her own hand. A system usability
scale (SUS) questionnaire was used to measure the usability of the application. A score of 82.0 was
obtained, which is higher than the average of 68 points that indicates the application is good from a
user experience perspective, thus satisfying the purpose for which it was created. Having analysed
the data for both groups—individuals with no prior experience of playing a musical instrument
versus individuals with prior experience—it was concluded that the application provided a useful
learning approach for all participants involved in the study, regardless of experience. That said,
those possessing prior experience of playing an instrument learnt faster. It should be noted that the
research revealed significant difference in learning by gender, with male participants learning faster
than female participants. Similar results have been detected in other research performed in the field
of music, as well as in other fields. As this study required spatial reasoning when viewing the 3D
model, the differences identified this case may well have arisen as a consequence of differences in
men and women’s spatial awareness, thereby leaving open an alternative line of research.

Keywords: augmented reality; user experience; musical instrument; interaction design; human
computer interaction; 3D graphics

1. Introduction

Learning how to play a musical instrument is a demanding process, and learners must dedicate
years to developing a variety of complex skills [1]. In general, the Master–Apprentice model is
used in the teaching–learning process involved in musical training [2]. However, informal learning
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processes [3] offering a more fast-track approach may also be adopted. Individuals eager to learn how
to how to play a musical instrument quickly often opt for informal methods, despite the fact that no
specific informal method offers the guarantees offered by formal training [4].

Menin and Schiavio argue that the ease with which one can interact with an instrument provides
the basis for musical comprehension. If we subscribe to this line of reasoning, it may well prove to be
a fundamental element in learning how to play an instrument [5]. In light of this finding, we have
conducted a training in which the guitar learner can interact with the instrument.

Technologies are now being used to train across a range of different fields. Keebler points out that
technologies are very efficient at helping people with skills training and establishes a close relationship
between STEAM and guitar learning through AR systems [6]. In the field of informal education of
musical instruments, it is worth mentioning a proposal for a real-time system for online learning-based
visual transcription of piano music [7], a visualisation system based on augmented reality (AR) for
correct hand and finger placement on the guitar [8] or, equally, a system for teaching yourself guitar [9].
In 2003, Cakmakci, Berard and Coutaz became the first authors to apply AR-based instant tracking to
a musical instrument; their aim was to reduce students’ cognitive load in comparison to traditional
teaching methods [10]. To do so, these researchers came up with an AR-based learning system for the
electrical bass guitar that uses fiducial markers to indicate which strings needed to be press for any
given chord.

The ARPiano system by Trujano offers an example of a well-established piece of AR technology
being used for musical training. This tool has been used to assist those wishing to learn how to play
the piano for some time now. As a tool, it allows students to learn in an easier and more didactic
manner [11]. It does so by precisely locating the keys and contours of the keyboard and then displaying
the score as virtual fingers play the correct keys on the keyboard. The student merely has to follow the
virtual fingers in order to play the score correctly [12].

Hackl and Anthes designed and implemented a piano training application called HoloKeys,
developed for Microsoft’s HoloLens to facilitate piano learning [13]. The app can superimpose the keys
that must be played onto a real piano. However, due to field of vision limitations, researchers were
unable to draw conclusive results from the Holokeys study aimed at establishing the most suitable
didactic models for this interesting app.

This ability to render an image with robust real-time 3D tracking using the recognition of textures
and edges [14] has helped in the virtualization of elements, which in turn has facilitated learners
understanding of musical chords on the piano [8]. However, such tracking on the guitar has proven
more complex; any objects or structures behind (or around) this instrument makes it harder for
detection algorithms [14] to define, and thus detect, the edges of the guitar.

Keebler’s study indicates that technology and informal learning environments facilitate learning
during initial basic training [6]. Van Nimwegen et al. [15] also argue that formal learning techniques
prove more difficult for students who are complete beginners. They state that, at times, formal
techniques may negatively affect motivation, and argue that even though formal techniques assist
students in retaining greater volumes of information in the long run, individuals have a greater
tendency to give up and stop learning the instrument [16] when too many obstacles are encountered at
the start.

Technologies such as the guitar AR-based Fretlight© reduce cognitive load and the effort that
must be made to learn [6]. The learning system used in Fretlight© provides direct and overlapping
information directly on the neck of the guitar indicating where and when to place fingers.

It is important to note that both students and teachers experience difficulties with the traditional
Master–Apprentice model. Trainers need to design a teaching strategy that organizes time based
on: student experience; face-to-face training; and periods of autonomous learning during which the
student’s progress will very much depend on his or her own personal skill set [17]. In reviewing
the main obstacles faced by students receiving musical training, it was found that students typically
encounter two main problems: developing their musical ear [18], and understanding the instructional
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material used for learning (e.g., diagrams or drawings). In terms of the latter, AR can be used to address
this challenge as it can be used to facilitate the visualisation of elements such as finger positioning [19].
A good example of this is the AR system proposed by Löchtefeld et al. [20], who designed and
implemented an AR model that uses mobile projector mounted on the guitar’s headstock to project
instructions that facilitate correct finger placement. Another recent proposal for learning the guitar
suggests using coloured finger markers and then projecting the corresponding colours onto the strings
and frets using AR to instruct learners how to perform a chord [21]. The aforementioned studies do
not display hand movements involved in the chord transitions of short melodies.

Building on the aforementioned work, this paper describes a new AR system that has been
developed by the authors that allows learners to see the correct position and movement of fingers
when playing chords and chord transitions. The AR system developed by the authors facilitates
visualization and, consequently, imitation by learners who are complete beginners. This is achieved by
means of colour-coded finger markers, and a semi-transparent 3D model of a hand. Both elements are
superimposed onto the neck and frets of the physical guitar displayed onscreen. For the purpose of
this study, research has focused on individuals who are right-handed. The focus of the research has
been to develop and test the usability of a system that provides user-centred training (to individuals
learning the guitar). An informal learning method has been proposed that has a low cognitive load,
and which is capable of teaching musical chords in a short period of time.

2. Objectives and Hypothesis

The general objective of this study is to research the use of AR in informal learning processes, and
to establish whether it facilitates learning. In this case, the authors test whether an AR application of
guitar learning initiation helps apprentices perform hand posture and finger positioning to play chords
and establish the level of usability of the proposed AR model [22] using a system usability scale (SUS)
instrument. The apprentices were arranged into two groups: those who had experience playing a
different instrument from the guitar and those who had no experience playing any musical instrument.

The following research hypotheses (HR) and their corresponding null hypotheses (Ho) have been
defined for this study:

• HR1: Apprentices perform correctly the chords by imitating the movement of the hand and fingers
positioning from a three-dimensional animation superimposed on the neck of the physical guitar.
Null Hypothesis: Ho = Apprentices do not perform correctly the chords by imitating the movement of the
hand and fingers positioning from a three-dimensional animation superimposed on the neck of the physical
guitar.

• HR2: Learners with experience playing musical instruments different to the guitar perform chords
more quickly than learners without experience in playing musical instruments. Null Hypothesis:
Ho = Learners with experience playing musical instruments different to the guitar do not perform chords
more quickly than learners without experience to play musical instruments.

• HR3: Learners with experience in playing a musical instrument different to the guitar perform
chord transitions more quickly than learners without experience in playing musical instruments.
Null Hypothesis: Ho = Learners with experience in playing a musical instrument different to the guitar do
not perform chord transitions more quickly than learners without experience in playing musical instruments.

• HR4: Age influences training when AR technologies are used to teach guitar. Null Hypothesis:
Ho = Age does not influence training when AR technologies are used to teach guitar.

• HR5: Gender influences training when AR technologies are used to teach guitar. Null Hypothesis:
Ho = Gender does not influence training when AR technologies are used to teach guitar.

Although many studies have demonstrated the benefits of using AR in the educational area, only
few have measured their usability and efficiency [23]. In the case of this study, the authors have taken
steps to measure the training benefits and the degree of usability presented by the proposed concept. In
addition, in this sense, the authors have tried to avoid the traditional side of pure education [24]. The
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authors of this paper have opted to use a model that focuses on the user and the training process [25],
rather than using models based on deep learning that require complicated cognitive processes.

3. Conceptual Design

This section provides an overview of system hardware and software specifications, and provides
details on how the individual components interrelate.

The focus of this research is on identifying whether AR facilities training. In this case, whether it
can help complete beginners train how to play chords on the guitar correctly by demonstrating correct
finger placement. In using AR to create interactions between the real and virtual world it is possible to
create a more interesting train experience, meaning that training can be delivered in an interesting and
satisfactory way [23]. Taking this into account, the research team developed a 3D model of an acoustic
guitar that is implemented in AR to display the neck and frets of the guitar. When building this model,
the intention was to construct a tool that would allow any novice to identify the strings and frets that
needed to be played for a particular chord. To achieve this, a static colour is assigned to each finger.
Figure 1 below shows the distribution of colours by finger.
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Figure 1. Distribution of colours by finger.

Using this colour code, learners are instructed how to position fingers on the strings when playing
any given chord. As there was a perceived risk that learners might quickly forget or confuse the colours
assigned to each finger, researchers also modelled a semi-transparent 3D hand to indicate correct hand
and finger placements. This hand was made semi-transparent for improved visibility. Figure 2 below
shows how the G chord is rendered by the software. In this figure it is possible to discern both of the
aforementioned elements, the colour code used for finger placements and the 3D hand.
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Some chords require more than one string to be pressed down by the same finger (barre chords).
For such chords, a vertical line was created that passes through the fret/strings that need to be pressed
down simultaneously by a single finger.

The learner can visualize the model using a mobile device, can zoom in and out at will, and can
also freely rotate the model 360◦ to allow them to accommodate the model into the position it is easiest
for them to observe.

To measure if a chord or short melody is played correctly researchers use the smartphone app
Chord Detector. The time taken to perform chords or chord transitions is measured using a chronometer.
Figure 3 below details the scenario design used to test the research hypotheses and measure usability.
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4. Methodology

The ability to interpret musical notes is a fundamental skill required of any musician. Nonetheless,
even professional musicians find it extremely difficult to read and perform musical notes accurately
whilst giving a performance [26]. As such, the challenge of this research lay in developing an AR
prototype that presents musical notes in a manner that is easy to visualise in order that participants
can quickly and easily identify the correct finger movements and placements required to play chords.

For this research, the degree of ease with which participants play the guitar was measured using
the SUS model. The data gathered from the survey was used to assist in identifying the success of the
3D model in terms of the proposed objective. The influence of the variable age was analysed in function
of the ease with which participants were able to train to play the guitar using the proposed system.

The following data was recorded to establish participants’ success rates when tested: the time
taken to learn how to position fingers correctly; the time taken to play the chords correctly; and the
number of times chords are successfully played in the set time (success rate).

4.1. Participants

For the purpose of this study a total of 36 university students were recruited from different
programs run by the University of Monterrey in Mexico. None of the participants had ever studied the
guitar. All participants were right-handed.

Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 25; the mean age (M) of the participants was 20.42 years, with
a standard deviation (SD) of 1.24.

Participants were then selected at random and given a screener to identify whether they had any
previous experience playing musical instruments. From this screener, two archetypes were established:
(a) Students who had no prior experience playing any instrument, and (b) students who had prior
experience playing an instrument (not the guitar). Those participants with a musical background
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had experience playing the flute, the piano, the drums and the violin, with an average of 4.8 years
of experience for their respective instruments. Based on these archetypes, the 36 participants were
divided into two groups, each containing 18 participants (9 men and 9 women):

Group 1—Students who had no prior experience playing any instrument.
Group 2—Students who had prior experience playing an instrument.
The experiment was supervised by a professional music teacher.

4.2. Equipment

The experiment required two steel-string acoustic guitars, an iPhone XR, an Apple TV device, and
the following mobile apps: Augment3D to project the digital guitar, Chord Detector to analyse chords
as they were played, and Stopwatch to measure the time it takes to achieve the first success (integrated
in the Chord Detector app).

The Augment3D application used to display the 3D model [27] was run on an iPhone XR with the
following specifications: LCD screen with a resolution of 1792 × 828 pixels at 326 ppi; IOS 12 operating
system; 64 GB internal storage; Bionic A12 processor; 4 GB RAM; and a 12 MP camera.

An AppleTV device allow to display the iPhone screen in a larger format to ensure that participants
could see the image being rendered on the mobile phone. In this instance, researchers used a TV 42.

The Chord Detector app [28] was run on a Samsung Galaxy J4 with the following specifications:
OLED screen with a resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels; Android 8.0 operating system; Processor Exynos
7570; 32 GB internal storage; 2 GB RAM; and a 13 MP camera.

During the tests, researchers used Chord Detector version 1.0.6. This smartphone application
detects and analyses the frequency of audio sources to detect musical chords. It then displays the
chord that has been identified onscreen and show stopped timer.

4.3. Procedure

The experiment consisted of delivering 1 h training sessions that were held in classrooms at
the university. All participants, regardless of archetype, received the same training. Sessions were
designed so that there were two students per session. In each session, participants were asked to learn
chords and chord transitions on an acoustic guitar.

In total 18 1 h sessions were run to train all 36 participants. These sessions were delivered
over a period of 5 days. To achieve this, four 1 h sessions were run per day: Two sessions in the
morning and two sessions in the afternoon. On the fifth day, two additional sessions were required to
complete training.

Participants received a brief introduction prior to commencing the aforementioned sessions. In
this introduction they were thanked for volunteering and provided details of the two sets of tasks they
would be asked to perform (see Table 1).

Table 1. Proposed learning tasks.

Task 1: Play Chords Task 2: Play Chord Transitions

1. Play C major Ch1. C-G-A-D
2. Play D major Ch2. E-D-A-G
3. Play E major Ch3. E-A-D-C
4. Play F major Ch4. G-E-D-C
5. Play G major Ch5. D-C-A-G
6. Play A major Ch6. A-G-C-E
7. Play B major

It was explained that Task 1 consists of playing seven different chords independently of one
another, and that Task 2 consists of playing six chord transitions (short melodies). All participants
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were told they would be playing chords following the chord sequence listed in Table 1. They were also
informed that they would learn through a training these chords by imitating a 3D model (Figure 4).
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Task 1 serves two purposes: Firstly, it is intended to help familiarise participants with the system;
secondly, it is designed to test whether it is easier to play chords using AR than traditional sheet music.
The latter is established based on the experience of the professional music teacher-supervisor running
the sessions.

These tasks were designed to allow researchers to analyse whether the use of AR facilitates training.
Thus, in this instance, researchers tested whether AR helped learners who were complete beginners,
and studying the guitar informally, to master guitar chords and chord transitions by themselves. The
tasks, therefore, serve as a means through which to verify the hypotheses.

After the task 1 was complete, participants took a five-minute break before do task 2.
Time limits were set for playing chords. These time limits were defined based on the work

of Yuan [29], which demonstrated that the first two minutes of performing music are dedicated to
becoming familiar with the rhythm and also finger placement. As such, a max limit of 1.5 min was
set for individual chords, whilst a max of 5 min was set for chord transitions. Participants were not
informed of time limits so as not to induce stress. The chord execution tasks were intended to test
whether participants confused frets, or misplaced fingers when changing their positions. A protocol
was established during the tests: If participants exceeded the set time limit on a task, the supervisor
would log the task as a failed attempt. Nonetheless, in such cases the supervisor would wait additional
30 s before stopping the student to see whether the task could be completed. After these additional 30
s, the participant would be informed that the task is finished and they would need to move on to the
next one. In an effort to keep stress levels to a minimum, the supervisor ensured participants were not
made to feel there was a problem if any given task could not be completed.

A mobile phone was used to render the 3D AR model. However, to ensure the participant could
easily visualise the 3D model being superimposed onto the physical guitar, the model was duplicated
and displayed on a TV screen to enlarge the image.

The Chord Detector application was used to check if the participant had played the corresponding
chord correctly. The time taken to perform the chord was recorded. Time was measured from the
moment the instruction was given to play the first chord until the app recognizes the sound, at which
point the stopwatch is stopped. This process was repeated for each chord, and the success rate and
timings for each chord were logged. In terms of optimal results, the shorter the time taken to perform
the chord the better.

Once a pair of participants completed the session, the next set of participants was brought in to
receive their instructions. Those who had finished were asked to complete the SUS survey. This survey
is used to establish the usability of the proposed prototype.
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5. Results

This section contains the results according to the aforementioned variables. Section 5.1 presents
details of how easy participants found the proposed tasks. Section 5.2 describes the usability of the 3D
model. Section 5.3 shows performance differences by Age and by Gender. Finally, Section 5.4 presents
observational findings. Table 2 below contains the statistical description of data that was compiled for
each of the experimental groups (Timings and success rates).

Table 2. Summary of statistical description of data: Mean values in seconds and standard deviation.

Group 1—Participants without
Experience Playing Musical Instruments

Group 2—Participants with Experience
Playing other Musical Instruments

Average Time
(SD) Success Rate Task Average Time

(SD) Success Rate

47 (18) 2 C 50 (15) 1
108 (21) 1 D 25 (7) 3

18(8) 4 E 13 (5) 4
54(12) 1 F 29 (6) 2
37 (9) 2 G 13 (4) 4

58 (13) 1 A 16 (6) 4
48 (9) 1 B 31 (5) 2

275 (29) 1 Chord_1 116 (7) 2
324 (33) 1 Chord_2 53 (10) 3
133 (21) 1 Chord_3 43 (12) 3
185 (19) 1 Chord_4 97 (15) 2
252 (15) 1 Chord_5 159 (17) 1
341 (26) 1 Chord_6 217 (14) 1

5.1. Ease of Playing the Guitar

A total of 36 participants were evaluated in the experiment. These participants were divided into
two groups, each containing 18 participants (9 men and 9 women). Group 1 contained participants
with no prior experience playing musical instruments at all, whilst Group 2 contained participants who
had some prior experience playing an instrument. None of the participants had any prior experience
of playing the guitar.

Using the times of success of each participant for Task 1 and Task 2, a single-factor ANOVA for
performed for each group. Previously, the normality of the data was calculated using a Shapiro-Wilk
test. From ANOVA analysis, the resulting p-values for “time taken” were 0.016 for Task 1 and 0.023 for
Task 2. This indicates that there are significant differences between the two groups in terms of the time
taken to play individual chords (Task 1) and to play chord transitions (Task 2). Notably, timings are
shorter for individuals with prior experience of playing a musical instrument (Group 2). Therefore,
research hypothesis HR2 is accepted: “Learners with experience playing musical instruments different to the
guitar perform chords more quickly than learners without experience in playing musical instruments”.

Based on the success rate and timings for each task, hypothesis HR3 is also accepted: “Learners
with experience in playing a musical instrument different to the guitar perform chord transitions more quickly
than learners without experience in playing musical instruments”.

Both groups successfully performed the tasks, as such hypothesis HR1 is accepted: “Apprentices
perform correctly the chords by imitating the movement of the hand and fingers positioning from a
three-dimensional animation superimposed on the neck of the physical guitar”.

A comparative analysis of each task was performed using Welch’s t-test (see Table 2). This analysis
identified significance differences between each task by group. In all instances, a significant difference
was identified (p-value < 0.05). In other words, there is a significant difference between both groups in
terms of the time taken to perform each task. With the exception of the task that consisted of playing
the C chord, Group 2 performed all chords and chord transitions faster than Group 1. In the case of the
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C chord, there was also a significant difference (p-value = 0.021), however in this instance it was Group
1 that performed the task faster than Group 2 (see Table 3).

Table 3. Welch t-test for Task 1 (playing individual chords) and Task 2 (playing chord transitions).

Tasks

C D E F G A B Ch1 Ch2 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5 Ch6

p-Value 0.021 0.011 0.027 0.003 0.034 0.045 0.015 0.402 0.013 0.026 0.020 0.037 0.047

5.2. Usability of 3D Model

To calculate the usability level of the model, participants were asked to complete the well-known
system usability scale (SUS) survey [22,30] once they had finished all tasks. This survey was used to
establish their perceptions and measure the usability of the AR app for training to place the hand and
position the fingers on each chord to play the guitar.

According to Lewis and Sauro [31], usability studies using the SUS should have sample sizes of at
least 12. In this case, all 36 participants answered the ten questions on the SUS. Interpreting scoring can
be complex, “The participant’s scores for each question are converted to a new number, added together
and then multiplied by 2.5 to convert the original scores of 0–40 to 0–100. Though the scores are 0–100,
these are not percentages and should be considered only in terms of their percentile ranking” [30]. SUS
is a highly robust and versatile tool for usability professionals and, based on research by Bangor [32], a
SUS score above 68 would be considered above average, whilst anything below 68 would be considered
below average; however, the best way to interpret results involves “normalizing” the scores to produce
a percentile ranking [32,33].

An average score of 82 out of 100 was obtained from SUS questionnaire administrated to
participants. This ranks the 3D AR-based model as “very useful” and places it well above the average
of 68.

5.3. Performance Differences between Ages

In this experiment, the majority of participants were aged between 18 and 21 years old (81%),
with the remainder aged between 22 and 25 years old (19%). Based on the results obtained for these
age groups, there is no significant difference in the speed with which they were able to complete the
tasks. The HR4 is not accepted.

A two-way ANOVA was applied to establish comparisons between the times taken by both
groups and the variable Gender (see Table 4). The time taken by participants considered a dependent
variable whilst experimental group and Gender are considered independent variables. Two ANOVA
analyses were performed, the first considering all times recorded for Task 1 (Table 5) and the second
considering all times recorded for Task 2 (Table 6).

Table 4. Summary of statistical description of data by group and gender.

Tasks 1 Play Chords Tasks 2
Play Chord Transitions

Group 1 Males 53.90 (16.02) 241.92 (24.21)
Females 51.81 (23.11) 261.41 (34.53)

Group 2 Males 17.46 (5.20) 101.50 (14.54)
Females 33.11 (11.3) 126.83 (25.21)
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Table 5. Two-way ANOVA: Time taken to play musical chords.

Source Type III Sum
of Squares gl Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected
Model 54,636.107(a) 3 18,212.036 49.967 0.000

Intercept 386,810.036 1 386,810.036 1061.268 0.000
Groups 47,150.125 1 47,150.125 129.363 0.000
Gender 2780.125 1 2780.125 7.627 0.006

Groups *
Gender 4706.036 1 4706.036 12.912 0.000

Error 90,390.857 248 364.479
Total 531,837.000 252

Corrected Total 145,026.964 251

Table 6. Two-way ANOVA: Time taken to play chord transitions (short melodies).

Source Type III Sum
of Squares gl Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected
Model 1,050,175.125(a) 3 350,058.375 81.932 0.000

Intercept 7,223,745.375 1 7,223,745.375 1690.730 0.000
Groups 1,022,175.334 1 1,022,175.334 239.242 0.000
Gender 27,540.334 1 27,540.334 6.446 0.012

Groups *
Gender 459.375 1 459.375 0.108 0.743

Error 905,782.500 212 4272.559
Total 9,179,703.000 216

Corrected Total 1,955,957.625 215

The results indicate there are differences in the times taken by each group to perform chords
(Task 1), and that there are differences between the times taken by men and women, and even in the
interaction between both.

In Task 2, there are differences by group and Gender, but there is no significant difference in the
interaction between Gender and Experimental group based on their prior experience. Therefore, research
hypothesis HR5 is accepted: “Gender influences training when AR technologies are used to teach guitar”.

5.4. Observational Findings

In addition to gathering quantitative results to test the research hypotheses, the research team
also closely monitored the behaviour of the participants during the experiment to obtain observational
findings. During these observations, researchers identified that one of the main problems encountered
during tasks was distinguishing the colours of strings and fingers on the projected image. That said,
participants commented that the model was very intuitive given that they could zoom in or rotate
it 360◦ to get a better view of the guitar. They felt this feature allowed them to complete tasks faster.
The translucent 3D model of a hand was easy to follow and did not cause confusion. Being able to
view a mirror image of the 3D model on screen that was superimposed onto their own hand facilitated
training, as the learner would imitate and follow the model’s instructions.

Finally, participants with no prior experience playing musical instruments proved to be particularly
enthused by the model and were nicely surprised by the experience. They said this training approach
appealed to them, and, in many cases, it had even motivated them to continue learning the guitar in
the future.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

It was shown that people who had played different musical instruments than the guitar before the
experiment were able to perform the basic chords (C, D, E, F, G, A, B), and some chord transitions, with
greater ease than individuals without any prior experience with musical instruments. Those with no
musical instruments experience needed a longer amount of time to correctly perform the chords. That
said, there was one anomaly in the results: The C chord proved to be the easiest chord for participants
without musical knowledge to play, and the times recorded for this group proved faster than the times
recorded for the group containing individuals with prior experience playing musical instruments.

As participants were able to practice how to play chords in a single 1 h session, the proposed AR
system is deemed to have produced satisfactory results.

Observations made during the experiment revealed that experienced participants demonstrated
greater patience when using the AR model, while those with no experience of musical instruments
sought to play the chord as quickly as possible (and often incorrectly).

All participants, regardless of age, fully accepted the proposed technology. That said, the authors
recognise that the analysed age ranges differ only slightly (18–21 and 22–25). Therefore, it would be
advisable to gather and analyse data from wider range of ages, for example children or the middle aged.

Previous research based on learning to play the guitar using AR systems often focuses on the
effectiveness of the system. Regarding user perception with the proposed system, Liarokapis [9]
mentions “all users agreed that the system is easy to use and that the visualization process is
satisfactory. Besides, participants found the interaction techniques very useful and easy to use in
contrast to commercial software learning tools. In terms of the technical part of the evaluation, as
expected, most of the users preferred the monitor-based visualization versus the Head Mounted
Displays - based visualization”. Besides, users comment on the drawback that the use of marks is a
disadvantage since it must always be in front of the camera. Del Rio et al. [21] conducted a SUS like
the one presented in this article and obtained a similar evaluation of the usability of the system. In
cases where there is mention of user perception, participants indicated that it is easy to use and that
they were interested in learning.

The proposed training system delivers results that reveal significant difference by gender, both in
terms of playing chords and playing short melodies. The data show that men perform both tasks faster
than women. However, based on the research data and our observational findings it was not possible
to determine why men are faster. The tasks require that participants possess both physical dexterity as
well as spatial skills.

Given that they need the ability to interpret the movements demonstrated by the 3D model, it is
worth questioning whether spatial ability might be a determining factor. Several studies have indicated
that, generally speaking, men have better spatial awareness than women as a result of different factors.
This statement has even been reaffirmed in conclusions drawn from more recent research [34–37].

The research described in this paper showed that it is easier for individuals with prior experience
playing musical instruments to play acoustic guitar using AR. The degree of usability of the model is
acceptable. Therefore, students feel comfortable interacting with the model and can use it to train in
their free time without the need for a teacher [38], which supports that AR technology is appropriate in
the first training steps.

The results obtained show that the 3D model also has a positive impact on people without any
prior experience with a musical instrument other than the guitar. Data shows that more than 85%
of the tests were completed within the established time limit. Based on the findings, the authors
recommended teaching beginners the C chord first.

Finally, the results of this study open the door for designers looking to create applications in
which AR models interact directly with a physical guitar. The study provides a guide for modelling
such applications, which at this stage cannot be based on common design standards [23].

When planning future AR application design that relates to teaching acoustic guitar, developers are
recommended to implement animated models that allow users to visualise smoother finger movements.
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It can be confirmed that the model used in this research has an acceptable level of usability; this
opens the door for further research comparing learning acoustic guitar using AR versus the traditional
learning model. For this to have positive results, the AR model must be well-designed to ensure that
augmented reality offers an intuitive and motivating tool for learning [39].

In summary, informal music learning could benefit from removing the barrier of learning under
a formal environment in which cognitive load carries significant weight, and focusing learning on
enhancing an easy-to-follow learning and training system like augmented reality systems. The benefits
of these systems can motivate learners to continue playing to the point that they actively seek a teacher
to develop the ability to learn more traditional forms of music once they have reached a certain level
of competence.
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